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Finished size 6”x8”.

SUPPLIES & TOOLS:

•	 Lion Brand® Vanna’s Choice® Yarn, 1 skein ea: 
Beige (A), Black (B), Purple (C)            

•	 Knitting needles: size 9 or size for gauge
•	 Large-eyed blunt needle
•	 Safety pin
GAUGE: 16 sts + 22 rows = 4” in St st  
(k on RS, p on WS). CHECK GAUGE.

DIRECTIONS: Do not cut yarn between color changes; 
simply carry unused color along side edge of work.

With A, cast on 24 sts. Beg with a purl (WS) row, work 
in St st (k on RS, p on WS) for 4 rows.

Next Row (WS): Knit, to create a turning ridge.

With A, beg with knit (RS) row, work St st for 2 rows.

With B, work in St st for 2 rows.

Rep last 4 rows to complete 20 stripes with B. Cut B.

With A, work in St st for 2 rows. 

Next Row (RS): Purl, to create a turning ridge.

With A, and beg with a purl (WS) row, work in St st for 
4 rows. Bind off.

PATCH: WIth C, cast on 12 sts.

Row 1 (WS): K1, p to last st, K1.

Row 2: Knit.

Rows 3-8: Rep Rows 1 and 2.

Row 9: Rep Row 1.

Bind off, leaving a long yarn tail.

With A, embroider BOO! on patch with large straight 
sts tacked in place with smaller sts. With yarn tail, sew 
patch to front of bag.

FINISHING: Fold cast on end of bag to WS along turning 
ridge. Sew cast on edge to WS of bag to create a casing 
for drawstring. Rep with bound off end of bag. Fold bag 
in half and seam sides, matching stripes and stopping 
just below casing. 

DRAWSTRING: Cut three 86” 3 strands of B. Hold 
strands tog and fold in half. Knot strands together just 
below fold. Divide strands into 3 groups of 2 strands 
each and braid until 2“ of yarn remains. Pin safety pin to 
the fold at beginning of drawstring. Thread pin through 
casings on both sides of bag. Knot ends of drawstring 
together. Trim ends if needed. Remove safety pin. 
Weave in ends.

ABBREVIATIONS

beg = begin 

k = knit

p = purl

rep = repeat 

RS = right side

st = stitch 

St st = Stockinette stitch 

WS = wrong side

Skill Level 2: Some experience necessary Approx. Crafting Time: Varies

Please read and follow all manufacturers’ instructions for all tools and materials used. 
Provide adult supervision if children participate in this project. #294-2743
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